Isolating and localizing ATP-sensitive tryptophan emission in skeletal myosin subfragment 1.
The fluorescence intensity difference between rabbit skeletal myosin subfragment 1 (S1) and nucleotide-bound or trapped S1 isolates ATP-sensitive tryptophans (ASTs) emission from the total tryptophan signal. Neutral (acrylamide) quenching of the ASTs is sensitive to the binding or trapping of nucleotide to the active site of S1. Anion (I(-)) quenching of the ASTs, sensitive to charge separation in the tryptophan micro environment, is negligible. These findings suggest the ASTs sense conformational change during ATPase from negatively charged surroundings. Specific chemical modifications of S1 identified the location of the ASTs. Trp131 was quenched by chemical modification, and its emission was isolated by taking the intensity difference between unmodified and modified S1. Trp131 fluorescence intensity and quenching constant do not distinguish among the bound or trapped nucleotides, suggesting that the vicinity of Trp131 does not change conformation during the ATPase cycle and eliminating Trp131 as an AST. Trp510 fluorescence was quenched by 5'-iodoacetamidofluorescein (5'IAF) modification of the reactive thiol (SH1) of S1. The tryptophan emission enhancement increment due to active site trapping decreases linearly with SH1 modification and extrapolates to 0 for 100% modification. These data identify Trp510 as the primary AST in skeletal S1 in agreement with observations from Dictyostelium (Batra and Manstein (1999) Biol. Chem. 380, 1017-1023) and smooth muscle S1 (Yengo et al. (2000) Biophys. J. 78, 242A). With Trp510 identified as the sole AST, fluorescence difference spectroscopy provides a novel means to monitor the concentration of myosin transient intermediates in ATP hydrolysis.